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One of the pleasures of being associated over the years with The New Hamphsire Journal of 
Education is having watched its growth in distinction and influence. From its earliest days, The 
Journal has been one that professional educators in New England have needed to read. Today, 
that early influencing quality has become an intellectual force to be reckoned with. 

The contents of this new volume demonstrate a range of quality, maturity and foresight that well 
describes the vitality of education today. The range of interest that these articles represents is im
pressive. For example, a number focus on student learning through collaboration in a variety of 
disciplines-articles such as Patricia Lindberg's "From Page to Stage: Active Leaming Through 
Educational Theatre," Barbara Szabunka's "Incorporating Children's Literature Into A Behavior 
Management System," and Jay Lewis' "Connecting Students to School." Others focus on edu
cational structures of the future-articles such as Fred Bramante 's "The Restructuring of Public 
Education," Elizabeth Twomey's "The Leadership Challenge: A Commissioner Reflects," and 
John Moody's "Living Leaming ... A Life's Journey." Add to that Blake Allen's "Linking Plym
outh and Pakistan," and John Bonstingl's article "Every Child Is A Leader,"for leadership devel
opment and academic achievement, and you have a full complement of stimulating, challenging 
and thoughtful pieces. 

Congratulations to Editor Mary McNeil for bringing together such rich offerings. 

Donald P. Wharton 
President 
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Welcome 

New Hampshire Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development 

Dear NHASCD members and professional colleagues: 

It is a privilege and an honor to address you as you begin to read this year's Journal. NHASCD has 
sponsored this journal since its inception as a member benefit. On behalf of our Board, I hope you 
find this issue valuable to you in your work. 

It is often difficult to find time to keep up with current practices. The importance of this journal, 
and others like it, is in putting some of these practices in your hands, in a timely and comprehensive 
manner. It can also be difficult for busy educators to take time for reflection. Again, the importance 
of this journal is in helping you to find a small oasis of time to be able to do just that. 

NHASCD 's mission is serving to be a catalyst for conversation and action to promote quality 
education for all learners. We hope that this journal will do just that. We hope the articles in this 
journal provide you with an idea, a contact, or an event that will create a change, or cause an action 
that will benefit you in your work. 

We all want to bring the best quality in education to our students. We work to implement best prac
tices. We strive to increase achievement for all students, those in the middle as much as those who 
are at the top or those who struggle. 

You all contribute so much to the profession, to your schools, students, parents, teachers, and com
munities. I am humbled and proud to be one of you, to be an educator in New Hampshire. It is an 
awesome job and responsibility. May this journal play a part in your work, be it large or small. My 
best wishes to you in your continued pursuit of excellence. 

Sincerely yours, 
Helene L. Bickford 
President, NHASCD 
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Foreward 

I am pleased to announce the publication of The New Hampshire Journal of Education, Volume 
VIII. This journal is a collaborative effort by Plymouth State University and the New Hampshire 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. The Editorial Board and the produc
tion staff invite you to read, reflect, replicate and expand the ideas and research presented on the 
following pages. 

This issue provides an interesting look at education from a variety of vantage points. The lead 
article by Dr. Bonstingl features a school district that focused on leadership development for all 
students and the impact on high academic achievement. This is followed by a contribution by Dr. 
Patricia Lindberg. Her article, "From Page to Stage: Active Learning Through Educational The
atre," examines the development of students' collaborative skills and their creative cognitive con
nections by participating in educational theatre. 

Next, Barbara Szabunka describes how one school worked collaboratively to address the promo
tion of positive interactions among all of its members. Incorporating children's literature into their 
behavior management system is a key feature. Also concerned with student achievement is an 
article by Jay Lewis entitled, "Connecting Students to School." Here the reader is provided with 
models for engaging students and achieving positive results. 

The following section of the journal shifts the focus to the university level. Professor Gerard Bu
teau describes a first year seminar where students are encouraged to participate with children in 
meaningful ways outside the walls of the university classroom. This is an excellent example of 
theory into practice. 

Three researchers, Diane Bradley, Judith Pauley, and Joseph Pauley, describe a program that helps 
teachers connect and communicate effectively with students. The methods they portray are keys 
to preventing dropouts. Blake Hazzard Allen then presents a view of a university sharing its com
mitment to student learning with administrators and secondary teachers from Pakistan. This article 
helps provide a global perspective in the field of education. 

Environmental stewardship is the topic of concern in the article by Mary Ann McGarry. Finding 
the right team to collectively envision, design and implement a stewardship education program 
with an Internet component gives the reader much to think about when addressing environmental 
education. 

State Board of Education member, Fredrick Bramante, Jr. writes about the restructuring of public 
education and describes a model of providing personalized learning for all students. Following 
Bramante is Michael Lancor's article, Give Credit Where Credit Is Due. 
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The last section of this issue features Voices from the Field and includes a contribution by Eliza
beth Twomey, former Education Commissioner for the state of New Hampshire. A reflective piece 
follows as John Moody reflects on professional experiences that emphasize the importance of 
valuing students as individuals. Mary Heath then describes the value of participating in high-qual
ity professional development activities. The final contribution to this volume places the spotlight 
on enhancing literacy through co-teaching. Authors Catherine Moulton Garrigan and Jacqueline 
Thousand share their research on an educational approach that encourages teachers to pool their 
talents to enhance the students' learning. 

I join the Editorial Board in extending an invitation to readers to engage in a dialogue about the 
articles featured in this issue. Education is undergoing tremendous change at this time in history. 
Informed discussions and debate are essential to the process of providing high-quality education 
for each and every learner. 

Mary E. McNeil, Ed.D. 
Editor, The New Hampshire Journal of Education 
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